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簡報者
簡報註解
Thank you Dr. Hwang for the kind introduction and Thank you Chunghwa Nuclear Society for inviting me to give this talk. First of all, let me tell you that we Korean nuclear people admire your dedication to the “go green with nuclear movement” which led the great victory at the November referendum.In Korea, the government is pushing very strongly the nuclear power phase out policy which had strong support during the presidential election that took place May last year. But recently it was found that the public opinion on nuclear power had been changed such that people are in favor of nuclear by 7:3 ratio. I am going to talk how this change could occur. 
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簡報者
簡報註解
These are the contents of my talk. I have a lot to say today. Please bear with me.
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Korea and Energy at a Glance

 Energy 
� Overseas Dependence: 95%
� Energy Consumption : 9th in the World
� Island with no Grid Connection 
� Avg. Electricity Generation: 63.2 GW

- 1.1 kW/capita (1.2 for Taiwan)
- Industry 55%, Residential 13%

� Total Gen. Capacity : 116.4 GW
� Nuclear Capacity : 22.5 GW (24 Units)

- Producing ~30 % of 554 TWh

Indicator S. Korea Taiwan
Area, km2 100,363 (107) 36,197

Population, Million 51.5 (27) 23.6 
Density, per km2 507 (23) 650

GDP, Billion $ 1,693 (12) 603 
PPP GDP/Cap, $ 41,338 (32) 52,960

簡報者
簡報註解
Like Taiwan, Korea is a small country with many people. But we use tremendous amount of energy. We are ranked number 9 in the world energy usage despite that our land area is ranked 107th. 95 % of the energy is imported because we essentially don’t have natural energy resourcesAverage electricity generation is sixty three Giga watt to supply 1.1 kW consumption per person. 1.1 kW per person usage of electricity is ranked number 5 in the world. But I noted that Taiwan people use even more electricity, 1.2 kW per person. But this high use of electricity is not for residential use. 55 percent is used for industry. Residential use is only thirteen percent. I think the situation is similar in Taiwan which is a highly industrialized country.Nuclear power provides about thirty percent of  electricity out of 24 operating reactors. 
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Growth of Korean Nuclear Industry

4

Design Technology Transfer from Combustion Engineering in 1987-1990

簡報者
簡報註解
The first nuclear power plant of Korea started operation in nineteen seventy eight, similarly to the first unit in Taiwan. Since then 24 more reactors went to operation. And the first one was shut down last year.Currently five units are under construction, totaling 30 units. So there was almost continuous construction of nuclear power plants in last forth years.Korea was fortunate to have technology transfer from a US company in late eighties. Thanks to the technology transfer and continued construction, Korea was able to achieve full technology independence in building nuclear power plants.
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Self-sustaining Korean Nuclear Industry 
with Full Technology Independence

簡報者
簡報註解
The shows the nuclear industry of Korea. We have self-sustaining system including design, equipment manufacturing, and nuclear fuels. And this system operates in an efficient way to provide low cost of construction and operation.
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International Competitiveness of 
Korean Electricity Price and NPP Construction

簡報者
簡報註解
Because of low cost nuclear power contribution, Korea’s electricity price is very low. Price for residential use is third cheapest in the OECD countries. It is one third of Germany’s price. For industrial use it is fourteen–th  cheapest. It is less than 60% of Japan’s price. In terms of the construction cost, we have the cheapest cost among the major NPP providers. It is one third of the US cost. 
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UAE  Barakah NPP Construction

$20.4 billion Contract to build 4 APR1400 units in UAE 

 In December 2009, the contract to build four APR1400 
units at  Barakha of the United Arab Emirates (UAE) by 
2020. Overall, the construction is abut 85% complete.

簡報者
簡報註解
As a result of the competitiveness of Korean NPP construction, we were able to build the  four units in Unite Arab Emirates in time and within budget. Our president attended the ceremony to celebrate the completion of the first unit last year and mentioned that the construction was a blessing to both countries. 
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Strong Anti-Nuke: Buan Struggle Experienced 
during Spent Fuel Disposal Site Selection in 2003

Local governor hospitalized after assault

簡報者
簡報註解
But in Korea, there have been strong anti-nuke movements. These are the photos of the riot that was provoked by the anti-nuke people during the course of the spent fuel disposal site selection in twenty o three. The local governor was hospitalized for six weeks after an assault to him. 
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Growing Anti-Nuke Sentiment after Fukushima
 Fukushima and Subsequent KHNP Ethical Failure

� TV Broadcast of the Fukushima accidents
� KHNP scandals involving

- Counterfeit test certificates of NPP supplies such as signal cables 
- Hiding the malfunction of emergency diesel generator leading to station blackout for 12 min

 Various Anti-Nuke Groups
� Environmentalists
� Professors and medical doctors
� Lawyers and national assembly members (33)

 Strong Anti-Nuke Public Activities from 2011
� Seoul City: One Less NPP campaign

- One less NPP with energy saving
� Anti-nuke schools

- Regular teaching program for general public and 
mid to high school students

- Slow but very effective process
� Diversified anti-nuke movements to hinder NPP licensing renewals, 

transmission tower construction, interim rad-waste storage site preparation…

簡報者
簡報註解
The anti-nuke sentiment had grown significantly after the Fukushima accident which was broadcast vividly on TV. It was amplified by the scandal of KHNP, the NPP operation company. There were incidents of counterfeit of the test certificate of some NPP supplies such signal cables  and also hiding the malfunction of emergency diesel generator leading to a station blackout for twelve minutes. These scandal lowered the trust on KHNP significantly.There were several groups of anti-nuke people including environmentalists, professors, medical doctors and national assembly members. They led various strong anti-nuke public activities including this one less NPP campaign led by Seoul municipal government. This sign on the bus means, save energy to eliminate one NPP together. They operated various anti nuke schools and diversified their activities to hinder licensing renewal, transmission tower constructions and others.
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Public Opinion Change before 2014

簡報者
簡報註解
The graph shows the increase in the antinuke public opinion after Fukushima accidents and the ethical failure indents of KHNP. Yet people were more in favor of nuclear until twenty fourteen.  
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Record-High Earthquake in Gyeonju
 Strongest-ever earthquake hits Korea, tremors felt nationwide

� 5.8-magnitude shock stroke Gyeongju on Sep. 12, 2016
� Danger exaggerated by the anti nukes (even no casualty)
� Only KHNP responded to the issue 
� Affect the presidential election pledge on May 9, 2017

簡報者
簡報註解
But in twenty sixteen, there was a record high earthquake in Korea. The magnitude was 5.8 which is not so big compared the earthquakes that you experience in Taiwan. The anti-nuke people exaggerated the danger of earthquake on nuclear power plants. So major public opinion became anti-nuke after the earthquake.
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Movie Pandora
 Unrealistic Fiction Movie Exaggerating the Danger of an 

Earthquake Induced NPP Accident

The film "Pandora," the first local film dealing with a nuclear disaster here, is striking i
n that it bears much on what is happening in Korea now. - The Korea Times
- Criticizing the bureaucracy as well
- ~4.5 million people watched

簡報者
簡報註解
The worst thing is this movie Pandora which was released at the end of twenty sixteen. This was an unrealistic fiction movie exaggerating the danger of an earthquake and bureaucracy leading to an explosion of an NPP. About 4.5 million people watched this movie to maximize the anti-nuke sentiment. Even President Moon who was a candidate at that also watched it and swept because it had a very sad ending of the sacrifice of this main figure who was a NPP worker.
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Nuclear Power Phase-Out Policy (NPPOP)
Majority Campaign Promise to Phase-Out Nuclear Power During the 

May 2017 Presidential Election
� 4 out of 5 candidates chose Nuclear Power Phase-out Policy as campaign 

promise
 President Moon declared NPPOP at Kori-1 retirement ceremony on 

June 19, 2017

� Phase-out Nuclear, Phase-out Coal declared together as the evil source of 
electricity

簡報者
簡報註解
Because of the elevated anti-nuke public sentiment, four out of the five candidates in the last year presidential election chose the nuclear power phase-out policy as one of their campaign promises.One month after President Moon got elected, he officially declared the nuclear phase out policy at the retirement ceremony of the Kori-1 unit which was the first NPP in Korea finishing its forty years of operation. 
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Protests by Group of Professors
 Trials to terminate the construction of Shin Kori Nuclear Units 5&6 

(29% complete as of June 2017)
� Made by the regime transition team

 First Press Conference to Announce
the Objection Statement on June 1, 2017
� Joined by 230 professors nationwide
� Halt of the construction postponed as a result

 President Moon Ordered Temporary Stop of the Construction after 
3 weeks 

 Second Press Conference to Announce Another Objection 
Statement on July 5, 2017 (National Assembly)

簡報者
簡報註解
Right after the presidential election, there was trials by the regime transition team to terminate the construction of Shin Kori Nuclear Units five and six which were twenty nine percent complete as of June twenty seventeen.Because it was an unreasonable measure to stop legally processed construction, a group of 230 professors signed on an objection statement and had a press conference to show the objection. This was me on the right. As the results, the halt of the construction was postponed. But three weeks later, President Moon ordered temporary stop of the construction. So the professor group, this time with 417 professors, had the second press conference to issue the objection statement. 
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Shin Kori 5&6 Public Deliberation Process
 Overview

� Purpose: make a public decision on SKN 5&6 construction
� Formed a citizen jury consisting of 471 ordinary people
� Go through the deliberation process involving information delivery and 

discussions for 3 months from July 15, 2017 (Ended on October 20)
 Deliberation Process to Rectify the Misunderstanding and Fear 

about Nuclear Power
� The pro-nuclear group consisting of mostly professors and a few KNHP 

engineers prepared materials to provide right information about the safety 
and benefits of nuclear power

� Actively involved in publishing newspaper articles, TV debates, and lectures
 Change in Public Opinon

� Continuation:Termination Ratio changed from 3:7 to 5:5 
� Final Decision by the Citizen Jury 59.5:40.5

 SKN 5&6 Construction Resumed
 Energy transition roadmap was issued right after the decision of 

resuming construction

簡報者
簡報註解
Because of the objections, the government provided the public deliberation process to make a decision on the construction of Shin Kori five and six. A citizen jury group consisting of four hundred and seventeen ordinary people was formed. And the deliberation process went through for three months which involved information delivery and discussions.The pro-nuke group consisting of mostly professors and a few KHNP engineers prepared materials to provide right information about the safety and benefits of nuclear power. The focus was on rectifying people’s misunderstanding and fear about nuclear power. The pro-nuke group was actively involved in publishing newspaper articles, TV debates and lectures.As the result of the deliberation process, we got more favor of continuation of the two units. The final result was sixty to forty in favor of continuation. And the construction was resumed.But right after the continuation decision, the energy transition roadmap that contained the nuclear power phase out policy was issued.
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8-th Basic Plan for Electricity Supply (Dec. 2017)
 Execution of Nuclear Power Phase-Out Policy

� Cancellation of 6 planned new NPPs (of the 7-th plan)
� No licensing renewal of 11 NPPs of which the initial license expires before 

2030
 Significant Reduction in the Expected Base Electricity Demand in 

2030

 Increase of Renewable Share to 20% by 2030

7th plan, 3.1% inc. / Year 

8th plan, 2.1% inc. / Year 

Year Nuclear Coal LNG Ren. Others
‘17 30.3 45.3 16.9 6.2 1.3
‘30 23.9 36.1 18.8 20.0 1.1

簡報者
簡報註解
The eighth basic plan for electricity supply released at the end of last year implemented the execution plan of the phase out policy which includes cancellation of six planned new units and the close out of 11 units without licensing renewal by 2030. The plan introduced a significant reduction in the expected electricity demand in 2030, thirteen percent reduction from the former seventh plan. We think that this reduction was intentional to justify the cancellation of the new NPP build. Also it contained 20 percent generation from renewables by 2030, same number as Taiwan.
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Mis-prediction Revealed for the First 2 Years

85.2(2016.8.15)

88.2(2018.2.6)

94.6

92.5(2018.7.24)

88.5

??

* IAEA Forecast of Electrification 
2017 18.5%, 2030 21%, 2050 26.6% 

簡報者
簡報註解
But the problem of under prediction revealed immediately this year. We had very cold winter in February and hot summer in August so that the peak power demand appeared much higher than the eighth plan. We would not expect that the peak power demand will go down in the future. In fact, there will be more demand of electricity because of the increased electrification in the future as IAEA forecasted like this. So this misprediction was criticized a lot.
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Reduced Nuclear Power Generation for Last 2 Yrs

*Generation during Nov. 1 through Oct. 31 next year

Coal and LNG shares increased 
significantly to cause 
1. More CO2 by 20 MT ton in 2017

Company 2016 2017 2018

KEPCO 12.2 4.95 -0.88

KHNP 3.85 1.30 -0.40

2. Deficit in KEPCO and KHNP Finance
(Finance Balance in Trillion KRW)

簡報者
簡報註解
As one of the phase out policy, the strengthened the safety criteria of nuclear power operation. That caused the capacity factor of NPP’s in last two years yielding decreased nuclear power production. This led increase in coals and gas power generation.As the result, the carbon dioxide emission increased  20 million ton last year. And the finance of Korea electric power company and KNHP turned to red yielding significant deficits. This was also criticized a lot by the people.
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Counter Arguments Against the Phase Out Policy
 Safety of NPPs Demonstrated by Operation Histories

� Only one fatal accident involving casualty for about 18,100 reactor operation 
years for more than 50 year operation of 620 NPPs worldwide

- Chernobyl with fewer than 50 casualties) 
� Fukushima accident induced by Tsunami, not by earthquakes

- Onagawa NPP was safe even with stronger earthquake and higher Tsunami because it is 
located at a higher site to avoid inundation

� No fatal accident ever due to earthquake. Instead many cases noted that 
withstood earthquakes stronger than the seismic design

簡報者
簡報註解
From now on, let me introduce the counter argument against the phase o out policy which appealed to the people so that they would change their mind. First we emphasized the safety of NPPs demonstrated by long operation history. We claimed that only one fatal accident involving casualties of about fifty people occurred during the operation of about 620 NPPs for past 50 years in the world. This was Chernobyl. There was no casualties in Fukushima accident.And we also emphasized that the direct cause of Fukushima accident was Tsunami, not the earthquake. The Onagawa plant which was closer to the epicenter and had high Tsunami was safe because it was located higher to avoid inundation.There was no fatal accident ever due to earthquake. Instead there were many cases that withstood the earthquakes stronger than the seismic design values.
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Safe Spent Nuclear Fuel Storage Possible
 Absolutely Less Generation of Spent Nuclear Fuel (SNF)

� Absolute amount of spent fuel is very little so that on-site storage of spent 
fuels for the lifetime is possible ( SNFs Generated for 20 Yrs in a 1 GW NPP 
can be stored with area of ~100 m2)

 Dry interim storage is also possible for safe storage

Zwilag Interim SNF Storage Facility, 2800m2 (~70mx40m)
to store SNFs generated for 50 years from two 1 GW NPPs

簡報者
簡報註解
Next we emphasized that safe storage of spent nuclear fuels possible. First of all, the absolute amount of spent fuel is very little so that on-site storage of spent fuel for the life time is possible like this.Also safe interim storage in a dry cask is possible as shown in this facility in Swiss to store life time spent fuels from two units.
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Safe Disposal Possible with Current Technology
 Proven Disposal Technology

� Thick (~5cm) corrosion resistant copper container
� Bentonite filler which shields water penetration and prevent migration of 

radioactive elements 
� Proved safe storage of SNF for 10,000 years

More effective technology can be developed
� More economical methods are under development

簡報者
簡報註解
Safe disposal is possible with current technology. Under ground disposal technology to store spent fuels within a thick container of copper which is a very effective corrosion resistant material and filling the surrounding with Bentonite clay which is a very effective material to prevent water penetration and the migration of radioactive elements is proven to safely store SNF for ten thousand years. One disposal site is being built in Finland and more effective and economical technology can be developed in the future. 
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Increasing Needs for NPPs to Combat Climate Change

 454 NPPs in Operation in 31 Countries
� Accumulated reactor years of 18,100
� Major countries generating 71.1% of world GDP use NPPs
� 60.8% of the world population benefit from NPPs

World NPP Operation Status

NPP will increase by 59~106% until 2030 to mitigate climate change

- IPPC 48-th Report (2018)

簡報者
簡報註解
Another factor is that there is an increasing need for nuclear power to combat climate change. The recent IPCC report indicated that nuclear power will increase by fifty nine to hundred six percent by 2030 to properly mitigate climate change. 
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Expanding Use of NPPs

 Countries Building First NPP (4)
� UAE, Belarus, Bangladesh, Turkey

 Countries Considering First Building of NPP (6)
� Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Indonesia, Lithuania, Kazakhstan, Egypt

 Other NPP Policies
� Japan exit from NPP Zero to reach 20% nuclear share by 2030
� UK to build 13 NPPs 
� China, India, Russia to actively expand NPPs
� 160 NPPs expected to be built by 2030

Year Operating NPPs NPPs under 
Construction

2014 438 81

2015 441 67

2016 447 74

2017 448 60

2018 454 50

Increase in World NPPs

簡報者
簡報註解
In fact, the number of world’s NPPs are steadily increasing since twenty thirteen as shown here. Four countries are building their first units and Japan and UK are returning to nuclear power. China, India and Russia are actively expanding nuclear power.
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Cheap Nuclear Generation Cost which can be 
used to Pay for Renewable Subsidies

Nuclear SMP

LNG SMP
Solar 

Subsidy
Solar SMP

Solar Price

Wind Price

Year

Electricity Prices (KRW/kWh)
and Subsidies for Renewables

簡報者
簡報註解
Another effective argument is the cheap generation cost of nuclear power. In Korea, it is significantly cheaper than LNG and renewables to that nuclear power can provide the subsidies required for renewables.
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Energy Security and Semi-Domestic Energy Source
 Nuclear Fuel Requiring Very Small Amount of Fuel

� 22 tons of nuclear fuel which would be sufficient for two truck loads
� cf. 2.2 million ton for coals (11 loads of 200,000 ton ships)
� Storage of 25 year fuel for 1 GW plant is possible with an area of an 

apartment (100 m2)
 Beneficial for Trade Surplus

� 162 B USD for energy imports for past 5 years in Korea
� Only 0.8 B USD (0.5%) for uranium import, 30% electricity generation with 

0.5% expense
� If Uranium is replaced with LNG,
19 B USD should be spent more which
increase the trade deficit significantly

簡報者
簡報註解
Energy security provided by nuclear power as a semi-domestic energy source is also an important factor. It is so obvious that nuclear power can contribute to the trade surplus of Korea because otherwise LNG should be imported which would amounts nineteen billion US dollars.
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Need for Maintain NPP Supply System
 No Domestic Build to Cause Rapid Collapse of Korean Nuclear 

Industry that has Complete NPP Construction and Supply Chains
� Big economic loss by discarding world top class nuclear technology

- No more generation of ~10 Billion USD 
induced production

� Loss of employment (~18,000)
 NPP Export Effect

� Direct gain of foreign money
- Construction 20 Billion USD for the UAE Project
- Operation 50 Billion USD for 60 years

� Indirect gain
- 20 Billion USD by collaboration in other industrial areas such as energy, medical, and 

semiconductor

 Difficulty in Export of NPP 
� Loss of credit and trust
� Even though a contract can be made, the cost and construction time will 

increase due to the collapse of many small companies

簡報者
簡報註解
The particular reason for Korea to avoid the phase out policy is due to Korea’s competiveness of nuclear construction industry. No more domestic builds would cause a rapid collapse of the nuclear supply chain. This collapse will be a big economic loss which prevents generation of 10 billion US dollar GDP and employment of eighteen thousand people. The collapse has already begun and at a small company that had no ore work order, the owner had to sell its machine to pay for the salary of the employees. The phase out policy will also block the chance of further NPP export that will bring considerable economic benefits.
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Organizations to Generate Pro-Nuke Information
 Nuclear Energy Collective Intelligence (NECI)

� Online discussion group consisting of ~30 passionate people who can 
provide expert knowledge and generate right information regarding the 
safety and benefit of nuclear energy

 Nuclear Experts Forum (NEXFO)
� Task force groups consisting of about 50 experts to work on specific subjects 
� Generates fact check reports on anti-nuke textbooks and materials

 Professor Association for Rational Energy Policies (PAREP)
� Association of volunteered professors to resolve   

unreasonable problems in national energy policies 
� Offers seminars and debates and issue position statements

 Nuclear Energy Policy Coalition (NEPC)
� Coalition of nuclear energy sector labor union and professors
� Execute offline activities and seminars with National Assembly members

 Nuclear Engineering Students Union (NESU)
� Union of college students majoring nuclear engineering (14 colleges)

簡報者
簡報註解
Now let me tell you about the organizations that we formed for last two years to generate and spread pro-nuke information.First we have a small group of passionate experts called nuclear energy collective intelligence NECI for online discussion to provide expert knowledge and to generate right information regarding the safety and benefits of nuclear energy. We have a  Nuclear Expert Forum for offline activities. It forms task force groups working on specific subjects. It generated several fact-check reports like this to break the myths of the anti-nuke groups.We also have an association of volunteered professors concerned in rationalization of energy policies. They offered seminars and debates, and issued several position statements to warn the government regarding the problems of the energy transition policy.We also have coalition between professors and labor union in the nuclear industry. The coalition worked closely with the national assembly members.  Finally, we have a nuclear engineering student union.
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Ways to Spread Right Information
 Articles in Newspaper Opinion Sections
Media News Interview (Newspaper, TV) – Frequent News Articles
 Issuing Position Statements, Hosting Seminars and Debates
 Operating Atomic wiki (atomic.snu.ac.kr), SNS (FaceBook)
 Signature Movements for Petition

簡報者
簡報註解
We spread the right pro-nuke information using various media. Newspaper opinion articles on major conservative newspapers like this ae examples. We had a lot of newspaper and TV interview and issued position statements with press conference. Particularly, we are operating atomic wiki to provide collective information. We also organized signature movement for petition to the government.
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Street Activities (Rally on April 21, 2018)

簡報者
簡報註解
We also had street activities like this rally that took place at the center of Seoul. At that time we marched to the Blue house which is the presidential office.
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Public Opinion Favoring Nuclear Power
 Opinion on Desired Share of Nuclear Power in the Future

- maintain or increase (+)

SKN5,6 Deliberation

簡報者
簡報註解
As the result of our activities, the public opinion against the phase out policy has been growing as shown here. People are in favor of maintaining or expanding nuclear power more than reduction by seven to three ratio.
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Consistent Results in two Recent Polls (Aug. & Nov.)

簡報者
簡報註解
Recently we had two identical polls executed by two different survey company at different times, August and November. The two polls showed very consistent results.People supported the continued use of nuclear power by seven to three ratio which is consistent with the result on the desirable future share of nuclear energy. People think nuclear power in Korea is safe by fifty eight to thirty seven ratio. These positive results were somewhat astonishing.
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Detailed Opinion on the Share of Nuclear Power

- Results indicating that people do 
not support phase-out

簡報者
簡報註解
The detailed answer for the desirable future share of nuclear energy is more astonishing. Only 6.7 percent of people agree no zero nuclear power in the future which is the goal of the phase out policy. Interestingly, it is even lower for young generation. It is 2.9 percent. Therefore we are sure that people including future generations do not support the nucler power phase out policy.
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Anti Phase-Out Signature Movement
 Purpose

� Get people’s consent to change the nuclear power phase out policy also to 
request to resume the construction of Shin Hanul 3&4 for which the site are 
made and major devices were already manufactured

 Goals
� First get 200,000 consents by mid Jan (Started officially on Dec 13, 2018)
� Continue to 1 million people

Methods
� Online signature using an SNS
� Offline signature on the streets 
� Cooperation between concerned 

national assembly members and 
nuclear sector people

簡報者
簡報註解
So we initiated a new signature movement two weeks ago to get people’s consent to change the phase out policy and to request the construction of Shin Hanwul Unit three and four for which the site was already made and some of the major equipment was already made. We aims at having two hundred thousand people signing by early January to put a first petition to the government and then will continue until we reach one million.We are getting the online consent using SNS accounts as well as offline signatures. It is being done in cooperation with some national assembly members as shown in this photo.
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Trend of Signee Increase
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Days after Initiation (Dec.12 for SHW 3,4)

SHW3,4 SKN5,6

簡報者
簡報註解
We had similar signature movement to resume Shin Kore five and six last year for about 40 days. At that time we had about hundred ten thousand consents. It ended early because the construction resume decision was made after the deliberation process.We reached hundred tend thousand in two weeks so the increase rate is higher this time. But recently the increasing rate was slowly down. So we are planning to advertise the signature movement on the street as you folks did for the go green with nuclear movement.
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Summary
 Korea should exit from the nuclear power phase-out policy to keep

� World class NPP construction industry which generates big revenues and 
employments

� Affordable electricity prices
� Reduction of green house gas generation and fine particulate matters
� Energy security and trade surplus
� Stable supply of electricity in the future where electrification increases

 Generating and spreading right Information are crucial to gain 
public acceptance of nuclear energy
� Exaggeration of the possible danger of nuclear power should be rectified
� Should criticize false claims of the anti-nuke people with fact checks and 

make the corrections be spread widely
� Need to approach to the people with friendlier contents and more easily 

accessible tools such as YouTube or instagram
 Cooperation with Korean and Taiwanese myth busters would be 

beneficial to each other.

簡報者
簡報註解
In conclusion, Korea should exit from the nuclear power phase out policy to keep: world class NPP construction industry, affordable electricity prices, reduction of green house gases and fine particulate matters, energy security and trade surplus, and stable supply of electricity in the future.We noted that generating and spreading right information are crucial to gain public acceptance of nuclear energy. In particular, the exaggeration of the possible danger of nuclear power should be rectified and we should criticize false claims of the anti-nuke people with fact checks, and make the corrections be spread widely. No we need to approach to the people with friendlier contents and more easily accessible tools such as YouTube.Finally, we would like to have close collaboration with you myth busters for mutual benefit.
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簡報者
簡報註解
Thank you very much for your attention.
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Energy Balance (2016)

Consumption
497 TWh
(=42.7 MTOE)
Fraction 18.9% 
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Per Capita Electricity Consumption (kW/Person)
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Consumption Fraction by 
Sector
Industry 55%
Commercial/Public 32%
Residential 13%
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Consumption     56.0 GW
Production         66.3 GW
*2017 Data
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Electricity Generation Trend

~30% Electricity from Nuclear Power
~5% from New & Renewables in 2017

554 TWh in 2017 and 
2~3% Steady Increase
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Electricity Market Prices (KRW/kWh)
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Reduced of NPP Operation due to Phase-out
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Poll Results Showing that People recognize well 
the Pros and Cons of Nuclear Energy

Dis-
advantages

Advantages
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